Preparing the Clinical Vignette Presentation Checklist

Topic outline is generated that includes most or all of the following content:

- Introduction
  - Describe the clinical context and relevance of the case
- Case Presentation
  - Describe the patient’s history
  - Describe the patient’s physical examination findings
  - Describe the investigations
  - Describe the patient’s clinical course
- Discussion
  - Provide any relevant background explanatory information
  - Describe the lessons learned by this case

Topic outline answers the following questions:

- What happened to the patient?
- What was the time course of the events?
- Why did the management follow the lines that it did?
- What was learned?

Topic outline prioritization and review:

- Topics in topic outline are prioritized (A = Must say, B = Elaboration, C = Nice to know)
- Outline is reviewed with mentor